Addendum #9 for Request for Proposal
For Campus Health Clinic Relocation: Project 122-293203
Dated January 2, 2018

The Addendum must be acknowledged on your lump sum bid.

NOTE: You must have attended a prebid conference in order to be eligible to bid on a particular project. Receipt of minutes or addenda without being at a prebid conference does not qualify your company to bid.

Please find the following questions and clarifications with regards to the above RFP opportunity.

Question 1: Exterior signage section, 1.1 Summary B says to see Division 16 Section for electrical. Could not find?

Answer: ELECTRICAL SPECIFICAITON SECTION IS DIVISION 26.

Question 2: Under 2.2 Illuminated Dimensional Characters, E. #1 calls out 0.090” thick Aluminum, we can provide a Stainless Steel letter painted. We believe we could save you some cost. Should we bid to the spec and show the cost of the Stainless Steel letter?

Answer: YES.

Question 3: 2.3 Blade Signs, is there going to be access behind the signs, and what is the wall material, and thickness

Answer: FACE BRICK ON 6” METAL STUDS. TOTAL EXISTING WALL THICKNESS IS 15 ¼”. EXTERIOR SIGNAGE SPECIFICATION SECTION WILL BE REVISED WITH ADDENDUM #8. THE BLADE SIGNS WILL NOT BE ILLUMINATED.

Question 4: According to the specifications the Division 064116 bidder is to be AWI QCP certified. Several of the approved manufacturers listed in bid section 06 41 16 page 4/Item 2.1A are not QCP certified companies. Does our millwork subcontractors need to be AWI QCP Certified?

Answer: AS STATED IN SPECIFICATION 06 41 14-3 “PROVIDE AWI QUALITY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM LABELS OR CERTIFICATE INDICATING THAT INSTITUTIONAL CASEWORK COMPLIES WITH REQUIREMENTS” A CERTIFICATE IS ACCEPTABLE.

IMPORTANT- This is an addendum which MUST be acknowledged on your bid form
We will require two copies each of your lump sum proposals, vendor qualification questionnaire and your bid bond documents.

All questions concerning this project must be emailed to: Robert Kuhn, Procurement & Strategic Sourcing. Email: ac6243@wayne.edu, and copy Leiann Day, Associate Director of Procurement, at leiann.day@wayne.edu.

Do not contact either FP&M or the Design Firm directly as this may result in disqualification of your proposal.

Thank you for interest shown in working with Wayne State University.

Robert Kuhn
Sr. Buyer

CC: Fran Ahern, Allen Gigliotti (Project Manager), Leiann Day, Associate Director of Procurement, Attendee list.